
• Exclusive, quick-to-service locking system
•  Strong mechanical hinges1 secure lid; operates 

even in extreme cold temperatures
• “See the exit before entry” (SeBe) design lures rodents
• Pre-applied bar code1 for easy scanning
• Universal Aegis key easily opens all Aegis stations

1 Available on most Aegis stations 

Bait Stations

A balanced blend of speed, quality and performance.

Aegis®



This high-performing, tamper-resistant bait station is for 
those that value faster service and reduced labor cost.

Aegis-RP: The station that saves time and money.

Bait Stations

Aegis®-RP

Fast—Quick-to-service locking 
system offers unmatched 
opening speed, so you can 
service each station quicker.

Flexible—Design allows 
vertical mounting for tight or 
water-prone areas.

Convenient—Lid opens away 
from wall for faster servicing.

Versatile—Accommodates 
bait, glue boards, traps or 
SST (not included).

Adaptable—Knock-out 
anchor points provide flexible 
securing options.

Strong—Mechanical hinge 
secures lid and operates 
down to -20º F for long 
service life.

Cleanliness—Rounded  
interior sides result in easy 
and fast station clean out.

Color—Gray blends with 
surroundings and helps 
reduce bait melt.

Choices—Vertical and  
horizontal bait rods included.



Features that Make the Industry’s Best Bait 
Station Efficient, Effective & Convenient

Holes—Provide versatile 
security options, great for zip 
ties or U-bolts.

SeBe—”See the exit before 
entry” design lures rodents. 
Train tunnel entrance allows 
for more direct access.

SecureVTM Technology—
Reduces the ability of animals 
to free the bait; compatible with 
snap traps.

Drainage—Four enlarged holes 
keep bait drier and palatable.

Opening—Ramped opening 
makes runway cleaning 
easier and faster while 
impeding water from entering 
the station.

Elevated Horizontal Rods—
Prevents bait from touching 
station bottom keeping bait 
drier and fresher; ideal for  
soft bait.



Bait Station Anchor

Aegis®-RP Anchor

The Aegis-RP is available pre-assembled with the Aegis Anchor. 
Save labor costs—just open, bait, lock and go. 

Aegis Anchor: The standard in security  
and professionalism.  

Bait Stations



Durable—Architectural-grade 
concrete lasts in tough  
environments.

A

• Bolt embedded in concrete for maximum holding power

• Over 121/2 lbs. of concrete assures the station will stay where you put it

• No more hassle with glue, drills, screws or paving stones

• Quick-release wing nuts for cleaning or moving

• Packaged so product looks new the first day you use it

• Built to last: It still looks good and works well years later

• Anchor fastened using two bolts, washers and wing nuts

• The gray station blends with surroundings and helps reduce bait melt

• Building-grade concrete adds professional look

• Concrete manufactured to the industry’s highest standards

• Aegis Anchor fits flush against wall, offers no harborage

• Station can still be vertically oriented for tight places even with the concrete attached

• Anchor can only be detached by opening station with the Aegis key

• Compatible with SST (sold separately)

Secure—Bolt system  
strongest method for  
attachment.

Professional—Great looking 
design enhances your image.

Savings—Less time  
assembling means more  
time servicing. 



Bait Stations

Aegis® Rat/Modular

Aegis Modular: The multi-function rodent bait  
station solution.

Aegis Rat: Versatile station available in different colors.

Options—Available in all 
black or all white, or with a 
clear lid.

Adjustable—Use for all types 
of rodent control.

Allows Trapping—Baffle  
protects prying fingers.

Heavy Duty—Durable and 
can take a beating.

• SeBe2 design improves rodent entry

•  Strong construction means less replacement  
and lower cost

•  Clear-lid model for easy viewing of bait or rodents 
hiding; best used in shaded areas or indoors3

•  White ‘cool box’ model helps reduce bait melt; 
great for direct sun locations and blends well  
near concrete structures

•  Drain holes keep bait drier and more palatable

• Easy to service, clean and secure

•  SeBe2 design improves rodent entry

•  Great for IPM in schools, hospitals, food service  
and other sensitive accounts

•  Lid opens away from wall and provides convenient 
recording surface area

•  Long service life with mechanical hinge and  
heavy-duty construction

•  Accepts Kness Big Snap-E® or Victor® Power Kill™

•  Works with glue boards like the AP&G 48R™

•  Use with non-toxic monitoring bait or rodenticides

Big Snap-E® is a registered trademark of Kness Mfg. Co., Inc.
Victor® is a registered trademark of Woodstream Corp.
Power Kill™ is a trademark of Woodstream Corp.
48R™ is a trademark of AP&G.



Bait Stations

Aegis® Mouse
Aegis Mouse: Competitive price with more features.

With dual bait chambers for additional feeding and a secure 
method of attaching bait in the station, this economical 

alternative outperforms other stations.

• SeBe2 design promotes feeding and control

•  SecurePoint technology holds bait, including soft bait, tight in station

• Holds two blocks or two soft bait pouches, reducing service calls

• Clear lid model allows easy viewing of bait3

• Mechanical hinge on clear lid station extends service life

• All-black model performs well at an economical price

• Easily fits into tight locations

• Knock-out holes for flexible options

Secure—Best mouse  
station to hold soft bait  
with SecurePoint.™

Clear Lid—Allows for faster 
and easier bait identification.

Easy Open—Use same  
universal key to enter  
station.

High Capacity—Holds two 
soft bait pouches, reducing 
service calls.

2 SeBe = See the exit before entry
3 Clear lid not recommended in direct sunlight



Features that make the difference.

All black boxes may look the same, but features in the Aegis tamper-
resistant family of products prove that Aegis delivers the highest quality 
at a competitive price. You can get in, get out and get on with servicing 
your customers. 

1. Place SST in Aegis-RP
station with tab in Service 
Record Card slot and curved 
part facing towards where 
rodents will feed.

2. Remove soft bait paper, if 
applicable, and place on SST.

3. Close bait station lid.

Advanced technology. Effective control.15023-5

For more information about Aegis and other industry-leading pest management solutions, 
call 888-331-7900 or visit liphatech.com.

SoftSecure™ Technology
SST

SST is suitable for securing soft bait or mini blocks inside the  
Aegis®-RP and Aegis-RP Anchor bait stations.

Place Bait. Go. Conquer.

•  Updated design

• Easy to use

•  No need for horizontal or vertical rods; only the SST device is needed

•  Keeps bait in place and secure

•  Bait is elevated at a more optimum feeding angle 

•  Allows for the removal of the paper pouch. Bait can be placed directly on the SST.

Directions:

The rodent will eat the bait 
between the metal bars.

No bait station rods required.

Read label that came with the
rodenticide before using.


